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ABSTRACT
A business firm is all economically motivational social organization that pursues its objectives through
the conversion of resources into marketable products and services. Survival profitability and. growths are
generally regarded to be among the major objectives. The overall problem 'which has tc be resolved is
how the firm can best shape and direct the resource conversion process in order to allow its objectives.
The set of broad ideas which emerges in response to this problem is normally referred to as corporate
strategy. This corporate strategy seeks to reconcile objectives, resources, organizational structures,
market opportunities arid other environmental influences as they are seen to exist and as they are
expected to develop in the future. Given the complexities of modern business organization, the task of
reconciling these diverse elements is an exceptionally difficult one to accomplish especially when viewed
in the context of the rates of external changes and uncertaintiesprevailing
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INTRODUCTION
Marketing is a comprehensive function which is concerned with ever)' aspect of the
product from its inception design, pricing, distribution, selling and promotion, until it finally
reaches the hands of the consumers. Even then, marketing still has a job to do. It must ensure
customer satisfaction by the provisions of after sales services, such as maintenance, repairs, spare
parts, quality guarantees, instruction booklets. Therefore, marketing is not merely a question of
selling the product; it is concerned with what is to be sold, how it is to be sold when it is to be
sold and where it is to be sold Mercer, (1992).
Following the definition applied to Marketing, it can be seen that the most important
function of marketing (apart from duties allotted to sales department if a company) are the
assessment of the market to discover where the consumer of the product are to be found, how
many are there, whether the number that constitutes the market shows a tendency to grow or to
diminish. Tony and Marliyn (1978). Current methods of distribution to that market must be
known and also it is important to determine whether these methods are likely to remain viable in
the future. The attributes and the short comings of competitors must be assessed. It is: also the
function of marketing to probe into the attitude of the consumer with regard to both current
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products and those products which it is proposed to develop. What does the consumer need?
What is their attitude to current product and the prices which they have to pay for them? Do they
have market preferences between one brand and another and if so, what are they? Marketing
must look into likely future pattern of demand. It must establish sales forecast (Richard, 1971).
The fact is that if marketing is to achieve these functions properly, then there must be a strategic
framework for the implementation of these functions.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWOllliJLITERA TURE REVIEW
The entire activity of business should be devoted to serving its customer's interests.
Consumption is the sole purpose of all production and the interest of the producer ought to be
attended to, only so far as it may be necessary for promoting that of the consumer. The need for
consumers to be satisfied lead to the emergency of the marketing concept which according to
Kotler (1998) has the task of determining the needs, wants ana values of a target market and
adapting the organization to delivering the desired satisfaction most effectively and efficiently
more than its competitors.
It is a business philosophy that basis decision on objective
appreciation of consumer needs and preferences. Proponent of marketing conccnt contended that
creating a satisfied customer should be the primary objective of business (Heines, 2001). The
marketing concepts became necessary to correct the following,
The pre-occupation with production as the over riding business activity.
The communication gap that had developed between customer and other suppliers.
I.
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THE IMPORTANCE
CONCEPT

OF CONSUMER ORIENTATION

AND THE MARKETING

Certainly since the mid 1950's, there have been major socio-economic and. demographic
changes accompanied and partly caused by a number of political and technological factors. As an
upshot of these changes, most large firms find that they are not only contending with direct
product competition on an international scale but also have to anticipate important technological
advances in other .fields which could in tum render their own obsolete. With consumer having a
wide and varied range of choice, a detailed understanding of how selected group of consumers
formulate and exchange their preferences becomes an important strategic consideration. In fact
for this very reason most marketing exponents argue for as consumer orientation which should
dominate corporate management's forward thinking as well as its-current operations. Such a
business philosophy has been known as the "marketing concept". Allowing for the inevitable
variation in definition most adherent of the marketing concept seem agreed that in terms of the
"profit or business sector it comprises three major strands, fulfilling customer need satisfaction,
achieving profitability and other major organizational g021s and integrating all corporate
functions and conducting these with marketing. These are seen as mutually reinforcing (K ...
rikati
et al, 1977).
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Customer need satisfaction: satisfying the needs of the company's customers _ generally
regarded as the linchpin of the marketing concept. Levitt (1960) who has been one of the
most influential advocates of consumer orientation argues that a definition or description
of the way the company services the really basic needs of its customers will provide a
strategic focus for the long range search and selection of market and product
opportunities. In a much quoted passage from the highly acclaimed article, "marketing
myopic" he states: "An industry begins with the customer and business not with a patent,
a raw material or selling skill. Given the customer's needs, the industry develops
backwards, first concerning itself with the physical delivery of customer satisfaction.
Then it moves back for them" thus products and services are important only to the extent
that they can fulfill this end. The logic of the argument is that while products and.
services acting as the means for satisfying basic, consumer needs, are likely to be
influenced by changes in the environment, the needs themselves remain relati vely stable.
Profitability/organization goal achievement. In delivering need satisfaction the company
must also pursue wealth objectives for example an acceptance level of profitability and
growth if it is to survive in a dynamic environment, It is not enough to generate sales or
achieve a certain, market, share but Hither it is necessary tv produce profitable sales ;;.::d
profitable market penetration. The two pursuits, need satisfacriun/identification and
corporate goals, can be harmonized, however, since the ability to give repeated
satisfaction to customers is seen as the key to attaining organizational objectives.

a.

b.

Integrated corporate function. If resource conversion is to be fully geared up to fulfill

c.

selected consumer needs at some desired rate of profitability, marketing activities must
be integrated and coordinated if they are to achieve impact in the market place, These in
turn must be integrated and coordinated with all other corporate functions e.g. finance,
Research And Development, production and personal administration,

MARKETING CONCEPTS STRATEGIC ROLE IN PERSPECTIVES
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The marketing concept is pur forward ss a strategic perspective for business firms
operating in a dynamic environment which they can individually affect only in minor \\'<.1)S. ;~
review of literature 011 the subject conveys adverse impression .hat the advocates for the
marketing concept want it to be seen as the conceptual regulator for action ar d planning by
management Indeed, many of them tend to treat marketing strategy ,,:~0.corporate strategy
synonymously. Seeing how in some situations corporate success is so obviously deper-dcnt on
marketing success they might, sometimes be forgiven for arriving at this vi>», To be
meanincful :1 1:-·\..1.1."'1-'
oersnective
model must be r;l _;_J.......·~hlp of h~';1"7 broucht
;>;~,-, ,.",l.,t: ,rt ",;t1-, (';,t,:c;~
\...
C'...........
p- ---'experience as a tent of its utility. That is to say, it should be. a symbolic i·~F\?:)entatiGn of
sufficiently wide scale application, it is normally ~C:) much to expect universal application in the
behavioral science which in this case, comprehends the essential attributes of the real world
strategic process jn business concepts without sound empirical meaning serves like purpose
(Direnzo 1965),
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In the assessment that follows,
time sale differences in the corporate
organizational development.

the marketing corporate will "be "viewed in relation to
planning process and those based on technology and.

CORPORATE PLANNING AND NEED DEFINITION
Boardroom myopia is rife. Levitt (1960) was right to highlight it and emphasize the
importance of satisfying consumer needs, Yet it is doubtful whether by simply expressing a
company's mission in terms of some basic customer need, (:"strate gic form that can be
instrumental in fulfilling long range corporate objective will always emerge. Need definition can
be highly problematic for companies operating in industrial markets. Films where sales are
dependent on extended chains of derived demand distributed across a wide range of end-use
products will find it exceptionally difficult and very possibly strategically meaning leads to
define basic consumer need as Levitt plOpOS'~S.Consider for example, a company that produces
intermediaries for the chemical industry. One of its several product lines is surfactant which form
the basis of various domestic and industrial detergents as well as being important in the
manufacture of agricultural chemicals, cosmetics, textiles; another of its line is polyurethane
intermediates sold to the polyurethane [Jam industry which in turn manufacture product that are
widely used in upholstery in the motor C-,:lQ furniture industries, and for insulation and packaging
(Norburn 1975).
One of the difficulties when trying tr determine need for some product is knowing how
far back it is necessary to trace needs in the hierarchy of means and ends. Two firms, one
marketing a range of shaving and male toiletry products and the other offering "up market"
ready to wear men's suits might each conclude, on the basis of Levitt's advice, they ate in the
business of 'personal care'. Perhaps only by accident would such a nebulous strategic support
<ause future activities to converge.
As Simonds point (Jut there, are many general words or terms which can be used to
envelope a company's market mission and each might describe quite different direction for
corporate strategy, It is just not feasible to imagine how a multi-product multi market company,
such as the one cited in the last example, can be forced with a one-dimensional model for the
purposes of providing its long term future expansion and direction (Simonds 196)). It would
seem more realistic for a company when scanning the horizon for profitable strategic
development to do so with its core strengths in mind. At least the exploitations of these should be
important criteria 'when considering future policy development. I1~contrast to Levitt's somewhat
dismissive comment about the finn's principal skills, Ansoff (1965) stress that the process
should begin with a definition of their core strengths and let these act as the broad parameter
within which the company will be advised to conduct its research for a long term market
opportunity. An analytical framework would appeal' to be a necessary requirement for the firm
making a strategic search for such opportunities but it must never act as a strait-jacket. The
precise nature of Ansoffs methodology for defining "common thread" is certainly capable of
being interpreted inflexibility. The need fer market orientation must be emphasized when
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assessing a strategic opportunity. Among the more obvious questions to be asked are: Will a
particular opportunity allow the company to use and further develop its skills? How good arethe
demand prospects, sales and profit potential? Will the opportunity afford long term viability? In
terms of likely competitive activity will the proposed market be-accessible to the company?
Once particular market opportunities have been clearly identified then an application of
Levitt's philosophy to corporate operations in each of the segment chosen may offer a realistic
focus. Clearly the time sale involved would be much shorter and the focus much sharper than
Levitt envisages. Generally speaking, it might be useful to consider that time sale corresponding
with the operational planning cycle, although in some cases, it might be appropriate to include
specific project planning where longer run consideration apply (Denning 1972).
The marketing technology relativity clear definition of market need is increasingly
advocated as a necessary forerunner of profitable product and process innovation (Macarthy,
1967). By the very nature of things any commercial innovation that tum out to be successful will
have involved some kind of an awareness of market need. Yet market-directed innovation which
aims to meet customer needs that are clearly specified in advance bas not been found to be
exclusive route to corporate success.
THE MARKET CONCEPT AND THE REALITIES OF ORGANIZATIONAL LIFE
The focus of the marketing concept is unambiguous. Kotler (2003) commences the latest
edition of his highly successful textbook, marketing management with t11C following Peter
Drucker's quotation:
Marketing is so basic that it cannot be considered a separate function. It is the whole
business seen from the point of view of its final result that is from the consumer's point of view
This sets the tone for all that follows in the book The very concession of many maxims
rends to make for over simplification, they mask as much as they reveal Drucker's statement and
most expression of the marketing concept exhibit this tendency. The perspectives they project
often fails to take into cognizance the complexities and realities of the strategic process and
organizational life. Now it is axiomatic that if a firm does not attract sufficient customers of the
nght kind it. will not be in a position to discharge its other obligations to say suppliers
shareholders and creditors, trade unions negotiators and society at. large. In a competitive
market, no company carl afford to lose sight of this simple fact. However, it is ingenious to
assume that by concentrating solely on the delivery of customer need satisfaction, all other
organizational demands will simultaneously be met.
Other considerations apart a firm's ability to deliver "bundles of need satisfaction" to its
customers will be deterrnined by the negotiating power it can exercise in its resource markets and
the flexibility of its administrative arrangements. The 'complete strategist' must therefore, make
explicit provision to improve the Film's ability to compete for preferred case to these resource
markets. Yet building up more bargaining clout, vis a vis resource market may make the
organization less responsive to sudden demand changes as corporate power and size increase.
Studies of corporate growth indicate a process of development through adj ustment and
adaptations, often quite slow but in time leading to major cumulative changes. This in no way
denies the importance of radical changes in 'market}; factors. Alford (1976) identifies five
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political-economic factors as being extremely important and likely to affect differentially the
choice of corporate strategy and development; the nature of the law, taxation, government
intervention in business production-supply configuration and the impact of the two world wars.

,'{",

Understandably, a change hi the direction of growth is often accompanied by change in
top management's focus. Organizational life invariably commences with a 'make sell'
preoccupation and can involve a high degree of creativity in the marketing design area. This
phase normally gives way to an emphasis on operational efficiency once a solution has been
found to the first major crisis e.g. a crisis of capital and or leadership. Too much close deviation
in relation to product range extension, a drive for market expansion, increased task complexity
and possibly the geographical dispersion of operation will in time create strong pressures for
decentralization. A not infrequent response is to set up profit centre and delegate operational
decision making to them. For a time they can have the beneficial effect of restoring
entrepreneurial spirit but eventually there will be demands for measure of organizational
consolidation Defining autonomy for profit centres or division is not easy, in setting them up
largely similar staff have to be assigned to each, A balance has to be struck between the benefits
to be gained from reducing information transfer cost, and the economies of 'staff work' figure.
Comparism is usually necessary but not without trial and error being involved. Certain staff
functions are centralized, the obvious ones being corporate planning, internal consultancy,
computer facilities, public relations. Another irr.portant stimulus behind .he re-: ecentralization
trend is the desire to set up more sophisticated resource allocation and performance appraisal
mechanism. Creating layer headquarters staff inevitably brings about a bureaucracy crisis and a
realization that new structures are required for complex problem solving and promoting
innovation (Leviti .1977).

CONCLuSION
The marketing concept is a response to production finance hegemony which can certainly
have a stultifying effect on corporate operations. In place of this axis, a consumer-oriented
management focus is advocated. Even when quite freely interpreted so that as in this paper, that
is seen to be a balance of interest between a company's profit objectives and. the need of its
customers, the marketing concept would seen to be an exaggerated and generalized response.
Among marketers support for the marketing concept is enthusiastic and as consumer
power has gathered pace their claim for organizational privacy has been volubly expressed.
Given the marketing concept's emphasis on consumer need satisfaction and the extent of the
marketing function special interface relationship with customer, the claim would seem to be
backed by a persuasive rationale. Moreover, if as Steiner (1986) believe, society honours those
who fulfil the more tangible product performance needs of customers and has antiquity
denigrated-conventional marketing roles aimed at consummating the more intangible time, place
and possession utilities than the marketing concept, which underlines the importance of the
former set of endeavours serves to enhance the social, standing of marketers.
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